COMPETENCY MODEL FOR
SENIOR CUSTODIAN
3157
The following competencies have been identified as those that best separate superior
from satisfactory job performance in the class of SENIOR CUSTODIAN. (Numbers refers
to the order of competencies in the Competency Bank.)
1. Reading Comprehension
3. Judgment and Decision Making
7. Self Management
8. Safety Focus
20. Job Knowledge
22. Computer Proficiency
23. Equipment Operation
28. Supervision
34. Customer Service
On the following pages are descriptions of each competency, including a definition, the
level of the competency required for the class (italicized, bolded, and underlined),
examples of behavioral indicators, and satisfactory and superior performance levels.
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1. READING COMPREHENSION – Comprehends and correctly applies information
presented in written form.
Makes correct
inferences; draws accurate conclusions.

Level of Competency Required by Job:
Level 1:

Concrete, specific job-related information (work orders;
instructions; material/equipment labels)

Level 2:

General information related to field of work and assignments;
(articles in trade publications; technical/instructional manuals;
memos; letters; e-mails; reports)

Level 3:

Abstract/complex information (highly technical articles/ reports in
specialized area; legal or other regulatory material)

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:





Follows written instructions correctly.
Learns information presented in writing.
Identifies relevant written information.
Interprets written legal regulatory material accurately.

Performance Levels:
Satisfactory

Superior

Reads instructions correctly. Learns
from manual and other printed material.

Learns from manual and may answer
others’ questions. Explains information
presented in written form to others.
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3. JUDGMENT AND DECISION MAKING – Accurately assesses situations, seeks new
information if necessary, and applies all
available information to reach sound
conclusions/formulate effective response.
Level of Competency Required by Job:
Level 1:

Training and guidelines needed to respond to immediate situations
within very specific function are provided (or supervisor available to
assist).

Level 2:

General information and guidance to assist in responding to a
variety of situations across a range of circumstances are
provided.

Level 3:

Little guidance available for responding to a wide range of complex
situations with far-reaching and/or enduring consequences.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:







Effectively responds to atypical situations.
Asks questions or otherwise obtains additional relevant information to make a
decision.
Formulates a decision and necessary actions based on available facts.
Correctly infers appropriate response based on information provided and
existing policies, personal experience, and/or consultation with others.
Discusses conclusions/possible responses with others before taking action as
necessary.
Considers impact of decisions on all affected parties.

Performance Levels:
Satisfactory

Superior

Correctly assesses routine and unusual
situations and reaches appropriate
conclusions for actions needed. Obtains
additional information and/or consults
with others as necessary.

Evaluates new situations accurately to
establish an appropriate response or
plan of action. Recognizes the impact
on all affected parties, as well as the
possible
ramifications
and/or
repercussions of setting a precedent.
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7. SELF MANAGEMENT – Organizes and plans for task accomplishment; manages
time and works diligently to complete assigned
work/fulfill responsibilities.

Level of Competency Required by Job:
Level 1:

Order tasks for efficient performance; maintain awareness of time
allotted and deadlines in order to ensure they are met.

Level 2:

Plan and perform work in a way that maximizes efficient
performance; establish and adjust priorities to ensure timely
completion of most critical assignments.

Level 3:

Allot time to responsibilities proportional to their prominence, priority,
and impact.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:







Performs only work activities during work hours.
Alters means of performing work when original approach proves to waste time.
Keeps a “to do” list (with indication of priority and deadlines, if necessary).
Requests assistance as necessary when it becomes clear that work will not be
completed on time.
Demonstrates a record of progress with respect to all assignments/
responsibilities.
Uses optimal means of communication for efficiency and effectiveness.

Performance Levels:
Satisfactory

Superior

Conducts self while at work in a
manner that ensures work will be
completed as scheduled, or provides
explanation or secures assistance or
adjustment of schedule if it will not be.

Seeks efficiencies in doing work to
maximize productivity. Plans work
carefully and follows the plan or
makes adjustments if it is disrupted.
Maintains personal responsibility for
all work accomplishment.
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8. SAFETY FOCUS – Performs work in a way that minimizes risk of injury to self or
others.

Level of Competency Required by Job:
Level 1:

Maintain awareness of unsafe conditions and actions to avoid injury.

Level 2:

Follow safety rules/procedures; avoid known hazards in the work
environment.

Level 3:

Carefully follow safety rules and procedures and consistently
use all necessary safety equipment.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:







Wears seat belt.
Ensures safe physical work environment by taking actions such as eliminating
unstable stacks of materials, closing drawers so filing cabinets will not tip over,
and keeping pathways clear of tripping hazards.
Reviews safety procedures before beginning each job with known hazards.
Follows safety procedures while performing work even when it takes more time.
Uses safety equipment such as goggles, gloves, and earplugs as required or
warranted.
Frequently checks safety equipment for proper condition and operation.

Performance Levels:
Satisfactory

Superior

Maintains awareness of personal safety
to avoid injury or property damage
during all work activities.

“Safety first.” Places avoidance of injury
or property damage above all other job
requirements. Mentions the need to
follow safe work practices to co-workers.
Actively seeks ways to avoid injury.
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Safety Focus Areas
1. Knowledge of safety practices and procedures for custodial work, including proper
lifting and carrying techniques and safe use of ladders, sufficient to ensure that
staff perform work safely.
2. Knowledge of fire prevention and control methods, including types of conditions
that present fire hazards and use of fire alarms and extinguishers, sufficient to
recognize and correct fire hazards and quickly report and if possible and safe to
do so, extinguish fires.
3. Knowledge of work site safety and security procedures, such as security badging
requirements, locking entrances and recognizing evidence of break-ins and
contacting security, sufficient to maintain a safe work environment and quickly
address any security problems.
4. Knowledge of green cleaning standards, such as proper waste disposal,
replacement of chemicals with green seal certified chemicals, and the proper
procedures and tools used for green cleaning, sufficient to meet green cleaning
standards.
5. Knowledge of safety procedures and potential hazards associated with various
types of cleaning materials and/or chemicals, including those listed in Safety Data
Sheets (SDS), such as proper disposal, toxicity levels, and/or protocols if ingested,
sufficient to provide applicable safety information to staff and/or identify unsafe
practices related to using cleaning materials and chemicals.
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20. JOB KNOWLEDGE – Knows information required to perform a specific job.
Includes both widely available courses of study (for
example, chemistry, human resources management,
graphic arts) and City-specific information (parking
regulation
and
ticketing practices; purchasing
procedures; provisions of the City Charter).
Level of Competency Required by Job:
Level 1:

Knowledge is concrete, factual, and/or procedural and may be
defined by the organization. Situations in which it is applied are quite
consistent.

Level 2:

Knowledge is substantive and may be defined by an external
trade, field, or profession. Situations in which it is applied vary
and, as such, require breadth and depth of understanding.

Level 3:

Knowledge is abstract, conceptual, and/or complex and may be
supported by a well-defined academic discipline or authoritative
sources (e.g., laws, ordinances, government guidelines/regulations/
codes). Situations in which it is applied may vary greatly or be novel.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:







Performs work correctly/avoids technical (job content related) errors.
Answers technical questions about work accurately.
Asks few technical questions about the performance of routine work activities.
Offers advice (“coaching”) to new employees regarding their work.
Develops training programs for other employees.
Sought out as a source of information by others.

Performance Levels:
Satisfactory

Superior

Sufficient job knowledge to perform
work
correctly
independently.
Answers technical questions about
work correctly.

Expertise in technical job information
sufficient to serve as a resource to
others.
May
develop
training
manuals/ programs and/or give
internal and/or external presentations
related to work.
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Job Knowledge Areas
1. Knowledge of cleaning methods, materials, chemicals, and disinfectants, including
green chemicals and disinfectants, sufficient to instruct staff on proper mixing and
use of materials and/or chemicals.
2. Knowledge of inventory control for custodial supplies and equipment, such as
stock keeping and ordering, sufficient to maintain accurate inventory records and
maintain appropriate quantities of supplies in stock.
3. Knowledge of building machinery and equipment, such as restroom facilities and
lighting, sufficient to ensure proper cleaning and prompt reporting or repair of
maintenance problems.
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22. COMPUTER PROFICIENCY – Uses computer hardware and software optimally
to perform job tasks efficiently and effectively.

Level of Competency Required by Job:
Level 1:

Understand and use the basic function(s) of computer hardware and
software to perform work.

Level 2:

Advanced understanding and use of function(s) of all necessary
computer hardware and software to perform the work.

Level 3:

Expert understanding and ability to use all necessary computer
hardware and software for the full range of their functions.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:





Correctly uses all necessary computer hardware (for example, keyboard,
mouse, external storage devices, scanner, printer).
Correctly and efficiently uses all necessary computer software (for example
wordprocessing, spreadsheet, and database/analysis programs and specific
purpose programs to perform work.
Performs work with a minimal number of steps (separate computer operations).
Uses various means of storing and backing-up work as appropriate to the
access requirements (need to share) and sensitivity/security concerns.

Performance Levels:
Satisfactory

Superior

Correctly
uses
all
necessary
computer hardware and software.
Learns to use new hardware and
software readily. Does not perform
work manually when more efficient
means via computer are available.

Optimally uses all required computer
hardware and software. When
alternatives exist, selects the best
way to perform work on the computer.
Coaches others (or provides formal
training) in computer use to perform
the job.
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Computer Proficiency Areas
1. Knowledge of computer and smartphone programs, applications, and functions,
including searching information on the internet, navigating Google Suite or Microsoft
Office applications, and entering work order information into database systems, such
as MAXIMO and ELLIPSE, sufficient to research information, document and
communicate completion of work assignments and submit work orders in a timely
manner.
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23. EQUIPMENT OPERATION – Operates specialized equipment in performance
of job duties.

Level of Competency Required by Job:
Level 1:

Operate equipment based on on-the-job training.

Level 2:

Operate equipment based on attendance at a training program and
practice.

Level 3:

Operate equipment for which in-depth, complex training was
required and which may require certification.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:





Operates equipment proficiently.
Operates equipment with strict adherence to safety procedures.
Understands the operation of equipment used on the job and correctly answers
questions about it.
Willingly participates in any training necessary to maintain up-to-date
knowledge of equipment operation.

Performance Levels:
Satisfactory

Superior

Operates equipment safely and with a
high degree of proficiency.

Operates equipment with extreme
proficiency and correctly answers
questions about its operation. Trains
and/or coaches others in the
operation of equipment.
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Equipment Operation Knowledge Areas
1.

Knowledge of the proper use and care of custodial equipment, such as large auto
scrubbers, floor buffers, and carpet shampooers, sufficient to instruct staff on safe
and proper operation, care, and maintenance of custodial equipment.
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28. SUPERVISION – Ability to assume direct responsibility for all aspects of the
performance of a work group, which requires knowledge and/or
ability in the areas of:













Planning and goal setting
Creating a safe and positive work environment
Establishing standards and training employees
Motivating employees and teambuilding
Performance Management (assigning, monitoring, facilitating, reviewing and
evaluating work, and providing feedback)
Supporting and developing employees through delegation and participation
Taking disciplinary action including progressive discipline
Provisions of employees’ MOU’s and handling grievances
Legal requirements including EEO, ADA, FLSA, FMLA, and Workers’ Compensation
provisions
Civil Service Commission Rules and Policies related to the management of
employees
Administrative Code provisions related to the management of employees
Budget processes sufficient to request and justify expenditures in a correct and
timely manner

Level of Competency Required by Job:
Level 1:
Level 2:
Level 3:

Supervises small workgroup of employees performing the same or
highly related work.
Supervises a larger workgroup of employees performing various types of
work.
Supervises employees including provision of coaching and advice to
subordinate supervisors.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:





Plans, assigns, and monitors work progress.
Trains employees to do work.
Evaluates work and gives positive and negative feedback.
Displays knowledge of legal requirements including applicable Federal and State
laws, Administrative Code provisions, Civil Service Commission Rules and Policies,
and MOU provisions.

Performance Levels:
Satisfactory

Superior

Proficiency in supervision sufficient to
supervise a workgroup in terms of
task
orientation,
interpersonal
concerns,
and
personnel
administration.

Proficiency in supervision sufficient to
serve as a resource to others and/or
represent department position in a
public forum.
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34. CUSTOMER SERVICE – Interacts with recipients of services (internal or
external customers) in a way that provides accurate,
timely, and effective information and service.

Level of Competency Required by Job:
Level 1:

Interact with customers in person, over the telephone, or through email (and/or other electronic media) in order to provide information
or assistance. Listen to customer concerns; explain/reconcile
information and provide alternatives if possible; facilitate resolution
by making referral and/or following-up as necessary.

Level 2:

Promotes positive customer service. Serves as a model of
providing exemplary customer service.

Level 3:

Develop customer-oriented procedures; identifies changes in
procedures to enhance customer service and ensures they are
implemented.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:









Carefully listens to (or reads) customer statement of the issue.
Provides direct, informative, accurate responses to customer.
Suggests options if available.
Maintains a positive attitude in the face of customer complaint or frustration.
Remains focused on the issue presented by the customer and directs the
customer back to the issue if necessary.
Asks the customer if their concerns have been fully addressed.
Ensures organizational policies and practices are customer-focused.
Ensures all employees recognize their responsibility for customer service and
are properly trained for it.

Performance Levels:
Satisfactory

Superior

Displays knowledge as well as courtesy
and patience when interacting with
customers. Ensures customers’ issue is
correctly identified and remains focused
on it until it is resolved.

Seeks further information or advice to
resolve difficult issues. Solicits feedback
on the effectiveness of service. Makes
suggestions for improving service and
facilitates
changes
needed
to
implement.
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